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Introduction: Over the past several years, a

number of workers have offered compelling evidence

that Venusian crustal plateaus were created by mantle

upwelling [1], [2], [3], [4]. Recent geophysical mod-

eling has further suggested that, on Venus, an initially

uncompensated crustal plateau created by upwelling

should decay into a torroidal shape in three dimensions

and a ring shape in map view [5]. Such a decayed pla-

teau should appear on the surface of Venus as a ring of

complexly-deformed terrain (tessera), perhaps flooded

or partially flooded by younger lavas.

A number of workers have noted the resemblance

between arcuate patches of tessera in the plains and the

rims of crustal plateaus [6], [7]. No one, however, has

previously systematically studied isolated rings and

patches of tessera to determine whether they might, in

fact, be the remnants of collapsed plateaus. The exis-

tence of such areas would provide crucial evidence for

resolving controversies over the origin and evolution

of crustal plateaus on Venus.

The Pasom-mana Tessera region on Venus (cen-

tered on 30S, 37E) consists of a topographically high

ring approximately 1000 km across rising 1-3 km

above both a low center and the surrounding plains

(figure 1). This study aims to determine whether this

ring defines the rim of collapsed and previously unrec-

ognized crustal plateau and whether the detailed geo-

logic history of the area is consistent with early plateau

formation and subsequent collapse and burial.

Pasom-mana Region: Full resolution SAR im-

ages and synthetic stereo images of the Pasom-mana

Tessera region (figures 1 and 2) were examined. The

evidence strongly indicates that the Pasom-mana ring

is a small, partially buried crustal plateau. First, the

ring is about 1000 km by 1200 km, within the size

range of crustal plateaus. Second, the presence of a

high ring consisting of tessera (A, B, and C in figure 1)

and deformed flows with kipukas of tessera (D in fig-

ure 1) is also consistent with this interpretation. Third,

around the south and southeast portions of the rim,

folds in the tessera consistently define an arcuate ring

parallel to the margin of the plateau, with ribbons at a

high angle to the margin (A in figure 1). Such consis-

tently-oriented fold and ribbon terrain is typical in the

rims of crustal plateaus. In the southwest, northwest,

and east central portions (B, C, and D in figure 1),

folds and ribbons are randomly oriented, which is typi-

cal of fold and ribbon terrain in the interiors of crustal

plateaus. Fourth, tessera is only shallowly buried on

the inside of the ring, consistent with the interpretation

that tessera lies beneath the younger flows in the center

of the ring. All of these features are consistent with the

formation of a single original plateau of tessera rather

than isolated and unrelated patches of tessera.

Tessera throughout the region is flooded and em-

bayed by a series of younger flows. Synthetic stereo

images provide clear evidence that differential motion

between exposed tessera and flows occurred through-

out the time period of plains formation in the area.

Evidence includes the following: flooded grabens that

are clearly warped up and over the southern part of the

ring; flows that have been warped up against high ar-

eas of tessera (figure 2); and flows that are warped

completely over ridges of tessera.

Figure 1. SAR image of the Pasom-mana region. Letters

described in text.

Figure 2. Red-blue synthetic stereo image of area B in

figure 1 showing a flooded graben warped up and over a

patch of tessera.
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Evolution of the Pasom-mana region: Several

critical observations are crucial to understanding the

evolution of the Pasom-mana region. First, tessera is

the oldest feature and contains tensile ribbons, which is

consistent with early plateau formation by initial

crustal extension [2], [8], subsequent collapse, and

burial by later units. Second, tessera dips shallowly

beneath adjacent flows on the inside of the ring, sug-

gesting that the tessera is shallowly buried and lies

underneath younger flows, which is consistent with the

interior of a crustal plateau. This is supported by evi-

dence for reactivation of tessera features that can be

seen in the younger flows. Third, differential vertical

motion has not only affected all units lying in contact

with the tessera but also occurred throughout the post-

tessera history of the region. Fourth, volcanic activity

occurred throughout the history of the Pasom-mana

region, which is consistent with formation of a plateau

through plume upwelling; downwelling would not

likely be accompanied by volcanic activity. Fifth, no

major volcanic constructs can be seen, which is con-

sistent with the interpretation that the area has been a

site of late subsidence rather than late uplift. Late uplift

would likely have produced a corona, large shield, or a

dome, none of which are present in the area. Sixth, the

Pasom-mana tessera ring is topographically high, ris-

ing as much as 2 km above the core and the surround-

ing plains, which is consistent with collapse of the in-

terior of a plateau accompanied by gravitational

spreading.

Differential vertical motion in the Pasom-mana

region can be explained in one of three ways: 1)  by

subsidence of the central portion,  2) by uplift of the

rim, or  3) by some combination of the two. I argue for

overall subsidence of the plateau, with more subsi-

dence in the center accompanied by some relative up-

lift of the rims due to gravitational spreading. Differ-

ential vertical motion occurred throughout the entire

post-tessera history of the Pasom-mana region. Persis-

tence of motion to the youngest events in the region

suggests that active uplift of a tessera ring driven by

mantle upwelling is not a viable explanation because

late upwelling on Venus is characterized by extensive

radial fracturing of surface units at the site(s) of uplift,

something that is not seen in the Pasom-mana region.

Also, uplift of a ring-shaped region by mantle upwell-

ing or by crustal compression is difficult to explain

geodynamically. Subsidence of the central portion and

surroundings relative to the ring is a more plausible.

The evolution of the Pasom-mana tessera region

can be summarized in nine stages. During stage 1, the

region was uplifted by mantle upwelling, forming ten-

sile ribbons. During stage 2, gravitational spreading

created marginal folds in the tessera. Continued

spreading and partial collapse during stage 3 created

the interior folds in the tessera. Flows erupted during

stage 4, isolating tessera kipukas in the northeast sec-

tion, and stage 5 subsidence warped and fractured the

flows. Eruption of stage 6 flows was followed by

warping and fracturing of earlier flows due to subsi-

dence (stage 7). The youngest flows in the region were

erupted during stage 8 and later warped and fractured

during stage 9 subsidence. An impact crater also

formed during stage 9.

Conclusions: The Pasom-mana region is a good

candidate for a collapsed and decayed crustal plateau

because it exhibits features characteristic of a crustal

plateau, has a coherent and topographically high rim of

either tessera or shallowly-buried tessera, has a topog-

raphically low center, and displays evidence for differ-

ential subsidence persistent throughout the evolution of

the feature. This is the first collapsed plateau to be

identified on Venus.

Collapse of a plateau in the Pasom-mana region

provides good evidence for the origin of Venusian

crustal plateaus by upwelling. Early ribbons seen in the

region support the Hansen and Willis model [2], [8] of

early extension, which is consistent with upwelling,

rather than downwelling. Furthermore, any plateau

created through downwelling in the mantle would not

collapse over time but rather would likely rise once

downwelling ceased. And finally, volcanism, particu-

larly early volcanism, on the scale seen in this plateau

would not likely be characteristic of a plateau gener-

ated by downwelling. This study supports the model,

therefore, that plateaus in general form by mantle up-

welling rather than downwelling.

The collapse and partial burial of a plateau in the

Pasom-mana region calls into question assumptions

about the number of plateaus created in the last billion

years on Venus as well as the notion of a synchronous

planet-wide tessera-forming event. Other plateaus

might well have formed, not necessarily synchro-

nously, and decayed over time. Several other ring-

shaped or arcuate structures in the right size range exist

on Venus that could well be collapsed crustal plateaus.

The apparent ring of tessera west of Western Ovda

Regio, for example, is a likely candidate. The arcuate

belts of tessera to the east and northeast of Pasom-

mana appear to consist at least in part of ribbon tessera

and, along with the Pasom-mana ring, might well be

collapsed parts of a belt of plateaus much like modern

Western Ovda, Eastern Ovda, and Thetis Regiones.
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